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otaku: (oh-TAH-koo) n. Term Th Ci Th ,
used sl to fanatical devo- é OTLSCLETLCE O é
tees of anime or manga. i ss a
Japanese speakers mightuse this < 4
term in a pejorative sense to
lenote someonelacking in social

graces and breadth whois
obsessive abouta certain subject.
—The Complete Anime Guide

    Tonaka from OTAKU NO
VIDEO (aka Toshio Okada)

As MelBrooksoncesaid, “It's good to be the King.” In our exclusive four-part interview,
ANIMERICA talks with Toshio Okada, the otaku of otaku...the Otaking! Join us for the royal saga
of the rise andfall andrise again ofsuper-studio Gainax and moreindustry buzz than Robert
Altman’s THE PLAYER.Interview by Carl Gustav Horn

    

 

  

“YW OTAKU NOVIDEO. Butthereal-life man is hardly less of a char- NO VIDEO (1991). Conversant with English, Okada was oneof the key
4 acter—goingto college only so he could join a sciencefiction planners of AnimeCon ‘91, one of the first major U.S. conventions to be

club, heformed a small group of fan amateurs into Daicon Film, which devoted entirely to anime. But in 1992 heresigned the presidency of
amazed fanson both sides of the Pacific with their “garage video” Gainax and made his way to Tokyo University, where the former
anime productions and superbattle-team live-action shorts. On dropout now lectures on multimedia. Returning to the U.S. for Otakon
Christmas Eve, 1984,the former DaiconFilm group went pro as Studio 'n 1995, Toshio Okadagavehisfirst-ever interview to the English-lan-
Gainax, the zealot heretics who made ROYALSPACE FORCE: THE guage animepress. This four-part accountgives a rare and controversial
WINGSOF HONNEAMISE(1 987), AIM FOR THE TOP! GUNBUSTER inside angle on Gainax, the most iconoclastic ofall anime studios.

Ysmay know him through his animealter ego, “Tanaka,” in (1988), NADIA: THE SECRET OF BLUE WATER(1989), and OTAKU

 

        

| _MISFITS DREAMING OFA BETTER
| WORLD IN OTAKU NO VIDEO.
| NOTE OKADA’S ALTER EGO IN THE
| CHAR AZNABLE OUTFIT (BELOW).
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Yoshiyuki Sadamoto Kenichi Sonoda. Hiromasa Ogura Haruhiko Mikimoto Shoji KawamoriANIMATION DIRECTORTHE WINGS OF CHARACTER DESIGHERO snr onEcTORPATLABOR1: THE CHARACTER DESIGNERMACROSS, MECHA DESIGNERMACROSS,HONNEAMISE VIDEO, BUBB UM Ch nova LABOR 2, GHOST MACROSSII, MACROSS7, PATLABOR,GUNDAM 0083CHARACTERDESIGNERTHE WINGSOF GALLFORCE creator RIDI! "INTHESHELL GUNDAM0080,AIM FOR THE wrirer/oiRector MACROSSPLUSHONNEAMISE,NADIA: THE BEAN, GUNSMITH CAT ee TOP! GUNBUSTER
SECRET OFBLUEWATER,

NEON ons EVANGELION

M INTERVIEW WITH TOSHIO OKADA,
‘ PART TWO

( In Part Two ofthe ANIMERICA interview,
NADIA & FRIENDS FROM y= Toshio Okadadiscusses the origins of
THE SECRET OF BLUE WATER

Gainax as an animestudio, the genesis of

HONNEAMISE, and how Gainax’s “chaos
strategy” worked for GUNBUSTERbut not
NADIA.

ANIMERICA: Yourjourney into the anime

industry all sort of started after you quit col-
lege in 1981, after only three days. Why?
What happened?

Okada: Well, after just three days I’d met
the head of the science-fiction club. After
that there was no needfor meto go to
school, because | only wentto college in
the first place so | could join a science-fic-
tion club. In those days, Japanese high
schools never had SF or animeclubs.|
didn’t really want to go to college...1 just
wantedto join their club. So once | did,|
never went to myclasses again. Then the
college sent mea letter asking meif | want-
ed to quit. [LAUGHS] So | said okay.
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ANIMERICA: What college wasthat?

Okada: Ahhh...Osaka Electrical
College?...uh...! forget. [LAUGHS] They
taught economics, business and computer
science. But | never went to any such

classes.

ANIMERICA: And howwasit that you came
to meet Hiroyuki Yamaga?

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22
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(mg) ANIMERICA FAQ:

7Please Save My Earth
 
  

workinginshifts, so that there’s always someone watching overthe

Earth.” SS
/// Though they are in frequent contact with their superiors, messages

if rom thehomeworld take about one yearto reachthe isolated moon

\| base. After an incident which caused their communicationsto go

\\down,the base team checked their messages and found they had

receivedtwomessages, one warning them that war wasbrewing,the

nextwith amore dire message of imminent destruction. No more mes-

sageswerereceived, and the group realized that their homeworld was

gone, leaving them stranded on the moon. Following this, in both the
comic and video
stories, the scien-
tists debate among
themselves about
going downto the
Earth. In the
mangaversion,

the deciding voice
againstthe trip is
team leader and
linguist, Hiiragi
(but only after
Gyokuran raises
thefirst dissenting
voice,if only to
thwarthis rival
Shion’s desire to
leave the moon
for the Earth). In

the animated version, the scientists begin to be struck down by the

virus while the discussionis still raging, thus making it a moot deci-

sion.

 

SHION AND MOKUREN AT WATCH OVER THE EARTH FROM THEMOON BASE’S ARBORETUM

: Where doesthe virus come from?Isit just sponte-
neous, or...?

Ai As far as we cantell, it’s just spontaneous. Creator Hiwatari real-

ly doesn’t dwell on the details, neither in the manga norin the

anime.

0 Why is Rin so interested in Tokyo Tower?

: Oneofthecriticisms often made
against the animated feature-length epic

i alAMlRA t AKIRAis that there’s too muchstory in
oheyecainPaTenure creator Katsuhiro Otomo’soriginal

comics to fit comfortably in the
approximately two hoursalloted
for the video version. In some
ways, PLEASE SAVE MY EARTH
suffers from the same problem;
i.e., 21 tankdbon or compiled
volumes of writer/artist Saki
Hiwatari’s original Japanese
comics, which somehow must
be madeto fit inside six half-

hour OAVepisodes.
Whichparts of the story

go? Whichparts stay?
Essentially, it’s the
screenwriter’s task to
condensethoseless-
essential parts of the
overall saga to bet-
ter focus on those
crucial story and plot
elements which justify

the financing of the pro-
ject as an animatedseries

in the first place. Althoughit’s
given great emphasis in the
early episodesof the animated
series, the Tokyo Towersubplot
(as well as the details of Rin’s

works for the wealthy Matsudaira family as
a guardian to their rebellious young son,

Takashi, Loozo Matsudaira, Takashi’s father, is
responsible for the renovations to Tole Tower.
Tamura’s deep sense of obligation both towardhis pay-

ing job of looking after the “young mas-
ter” Takashi, andhis lonely frien!
Haruhiko, slem from the death ofhis
povnge brother by suicide, for which
famura blames himselfandseeks to
atone by protecting his ward Takashi

and his friend
Haruhiko with
his life.

   

  

   
     
   

 

  

  

  

  

-each keyword is changedseveral times by each char-

 

   

     

   

 

quest for keywords) is eventually droppedin order
to tell the story of the series’ interlocking charac-
ters and their intertwined destinies whichare,

after all, the reason we’re watching PLEASE MOODYISSEI

SAVE MYEARTHin thefirst place. oe =
In the manga, welearnthat ie

the research base where the
seven scientists are stationed
also has a fearsome military
capability. Alien technology,
welearn, is so advanced that
even a modest outpost such
as the one on the moonis
capableofutterly obliterating
the Earth. To preventthis
occurrence, accessto the sta-

tion’s military defensesis restricted
by the use ofindividually chosen =F
passwords. Each of the seven scientists has
his or her own keyword; each keywordis
selected on the basis ofits meaning to its owner;

acteras the story progresses.

In the anime version of PLEASE SAVE MY EARTH,Rin menaces

Takashi, the son of the man in charge of renovating Tokyo Tower, so

that changeswill be made according to-his specifications. What those

specifications are or how heplans ta sevit to destroy the moon base

(as he explains to Haruhiko in the thirOAV episode) is something we

neverfind out in the animeversion;infact, after securing several of the

necessary keywords, Rinseems-toloseinterest in the project and drops

it entirely. fr SR
In the manga, however, wefindout that Rin plans to modify

Tokyo Towerto allow Him to-use it\as\ \sort of psychic amplifier, estab-

lishing contact betwWeeh hé/and the mn in computeron the deserted

moonbase. “/ inten todestreythemognbase,” Rin says. “I don’t
want Earth to repeat\ourvailed history,,Ourcivilization made many
mistakes, andit paiddeaclyforthem'm goingto try to save the Earth,
if | can.” In the anime, Rirnéverfollows up onthis intention, but in the

manga,he notonly rigs Tokyo Towerto his specifications (chosen, as

he explains, because he’s “always had a specialliking for Tokyo
Tower’), but actually establishes contact with the moon mainframe and
initiates his nefarious plan.

: Why doesHiiragi say in the third episode, “Should we
have gone downto Earth while we had time”? Isn'tit

we “7 by thatpointfor the alien scientists to seek a cure on
art

: Actually, the decision to go or not go downto Earth was one
which had beenbitterly debated

amongthe scientists for some te
time before the virusstruck. _
Shion, for example, was
thefirst to suggest that
they desert the moon
base and relocate on
Earth. Gyokuran,
Shion’s longtimerival,
opposed Shion’s idea
on principle, while the
otherscientists were torn.
After all, there was a strong
sense of duty among them—felt
moststrongly, perhaps, by
Mokuren—thatthe destruction of
their homeworld didn’t negate
their essential mission; i.e., to
observe and analyzethe Earth.
Nowthat the homeworld has been
destroyed, Mokuren reasons,it’s
more important now thaneverthat
they continue their work.

Shortly after Hiiragi makes the decision
as team leader that everyone will remain on the
moon,the virus begins infecting the scientists one
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by one, thereby render-
ing further discussion
pointless. In other
words, Hiiragi doesn’t

second-guess the wisdom
of going downto Earth

N OFACTION “while (they) had the time”
JINPACHI because he hoped to find a cure

there, but because he had hopedto find
companionship and solace amongthe peoplesof Earth
who, weare reminded, are so muchlike the peoples of
his destroyed homeworld.

  

: When Jinpachi, Issei and Alice finally meet
» with their other "moon dream”friends at

Hilragi's house in Kawasaki, they're surprised to
discover that what they took for future events
actually happenedin the past. Just how long
along ago were the alien scientists on the moon,
anyway

A: In the anime,the relative pointin time thealien scientists
exist on the moonis undefined, other than a single clue.In

the fourth episode, Mokurenlistens to a piece of music from Earth by
German composer Robert Schumann (1810-56)—who,like Haruhiko
in PLEASE SAVE MY EARTH,attempts suicide by throwing himself into
a river—whichHiiragiis trying to “translate” for her. (After the mean-
ing of the lyrics begin to be revealed, Shukaido decides to take as his
keyword one ofthe translated lines from the music: “Seeking paradise
in adream.”) The music could have been a modern radio broadcast,
or contemporary to Schumann’s time—it’s left unclear.

In the manga, however,creator Hiwatari took a more playful
approach, opting notfor a classical piece of music in the scene but for
enka, a maudlin genre whoseclosest U.S. analog is country-western.
Elsewhere in the manga,severalof the scientists watchtelevision
transmissions from Earth, which leads us to conclude that they must
have been on the moon duringa relatively recent period. (One of the
showsthey watchis a typical Japanese soap opera. Whenthe story
turns to the depiction of a three-waylove triangle, the scientists wryly
conclude, “Romanceis the same no matter what planet you're from.”)
In other words, after the virus takesits deadlytoll, little to no time
passes betweenincarnations. With this in mind,it’s probably safe to
assumethat the time the alien scientists are on the moonis only a gen-
eration or so away from Alice, Rin, and the others.

©) Who is Sarjalim?

: Sarjalim is the name of a soddesedlogrive by the alien
scientists. In the second episode of the animatedseries, one of the

reincarnated scientists, Sakura (whose-namein Japanese means “cher-
ty blossom”), is on field ipv § hool bus they’re in skids on
the wet road during a th am
Sakura screams. “/ don’t/w
Sarjalim, please save me

In the sixth and fina
OAVseries, we'll learn

 

  

    

      

  

ASE SAVE MY EARTH

oF but for now suffice it to
say that the esper powers oftth ists are seen as a physical
manifestation of the goddess : ill. People with these psychic
abilities are called “Sarches”; Sarches with the four tiny red dots in the

middle oftheir forehead are knownas “Sarjalians,” the
blesséd of Sarjalim, who are taken from their families

at the ageof three, nurtured in special schools, and
set to the service of their society because oftheir
“divine” abilities to speak with plants and animals,
make flowers bloom in the desert, or even see
into the future. There is also an elementof
“grace” involved; for example,Sarjalians aren’t
just “super-Sarches,” they’re literally the beloved
of Sarjalim and as such, subject to special condi-
tions and restrictions.

Take Mokuren. Obviously, Mokurenis a
Sarjalian—even withoutthe four dots on herfore-
head, we would knowthis by her specialability to

communewith plants andliving things, and by the
DEPENDABLE DAISUKE special connection/empathyshefeels with the “blue

a
S
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planet,” Earth. In the manga, we learn that Mokurenis a Kichéss,
whichis short for Kitché Sarjalim. Kichéss, who are marked by the
four dots, can see into the future andtalk with plants, but only onein
a hundred million are born withthis ability. From the world of the
moonpeople, the Kichéssare sort of high priestesses to Sarjalim, and

" one of the most impéftantsubplots in the PSME manga concerns
Mokuren and the way-athérs react with and to her—men,for example,
see heras a kind of untouchable “Madonna,” while womenreact with
envy. (Of course, much to the-dismay-of herSarjalian teachers,all
Mokuren wantsis to be loved asa_nofmal,woman...the one thing
whichis specifically forbidden to herNs itso far to guess that the main
reason she feels such a strong attraction\for|Shion is that he’s the only
one whoseesheras a Worhan (dnd ot as sane avatar of the Sarjalim
godhead?) \ \ _/ ]

Just like Solitaire inthe JamesBoridfilm, LIVEAND LETDIE,
Mokurenis a Sarjalian whoxetainsher-blésséd status only so long as
she retains herchastity, her“state-ofgrace” (again, this is a major sub-
plot in the manga, never addressed in the anime dueto time con-
straints). Shion, the orphaned child whose only parents seem to be
warfare andstrife, can’t help but want to defile Mokuren’s purity,
because of his own angerat the world which has caused him tolive in
such a black hole of anger and loneliness. Shion, on the other hand,is
not a Sarjalian but a Sarches, his psychic ability turned not toward
helping others, but to achieving his own ends.

DoesSarjalim exist in a real sense? Do the psychic powers of the
alien scientists real- .
ly flow from her
goodwill, or are
they just X-FILES-
like manifestations
of unexplained
phenomena?
Pehaps even
Sarjalim’s chosen
handmaidens—the
nun-like “Lian,”
whom we'll meet
in the sixth
episode—don’t
know themselves.
The importantthing
is that the charac-
ters themselves
believe it which, if not enough to satisfy our own skepticism, is cer-
tainly enoughto satisfy theirs.

   
“Promise me you'll watchover the Earth until the very end.

Promise me you won't take your ownlife...”

: Who—or what—isthat weird plant cat | keep seeing
in the 7eeeg advertisements for the series? Am I

imaginging things!?

A: No, you're not imagining things. The giant cat is an important
character whom we'll meetin the sixth and final episode of the

series. Withoutrevealing too much ofthe plot, suffice it to say that the
cat—whose nameis “Kyaa!,” as in “KYAA—! WHAT
THE $@%* IS THAT!?’—isn’t a figment of your imag-
ination, but a person justlike everyoneelse in the
series, only from a planet where everyone looks like
a giant cat. (Be sure to look to ANIMERICAto pro-
vide detailed information on new characters and
plot developments as each volumeof the video
series is released.)

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

  

 

  
  

 



Conscience ofthe Otaking TheANIMERIC Interview with Toshio Okada
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

 

ART IMITATESLIFE...IMITATES ART
The Otaking himself, mimicking a pose from
OTAKU NOVIDEO where heholds up a kit of
thelittle girl who appears in the DaiconIll
Opening Anime.

 

LIFTING OFF
Hiroyuki Yamaga designed the storyboards
for the opening credits for the classic TV
series SUPERDIMENSIONAL FORTRESS
MACROSS,whichcontain a carrier takeoff,
just like this scene from the opening sequence
of THE WINGS OF HONNEAMISE.

  
Ff Epa?

Care a   o

SIN CITY
Oneof Kenichi Sonoda’s “rejected” mecha
designs and oneofhis “approved”storefront
designsfor the garish pleasure quarterin
WINGS, which, according to Yamaga, was
based on an actual such area in Osaka.
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Okada: Hewasonthestaff of the Daicon II] Opening Anime.Atfirst, Hideaki
Anno and Takami Akai were the only two people onits main staff—Anno
drew the mechaandthespecial effects, and Akai drew the characters and
most of the motion. But then Yamaga appeared, and said he’d do the back-
grounds. Thenthey all went off to Artland to study professionalfilmmaking,
and worked onthe original MACROSSTVseries. Anno studied mechadesign,
and Akai had wanted to do characters, but he couldn’t because Haruhiko

Mikimoto already had such an advanced technique. So when Akai realized he
wouldn’t get the opportunity to do anything on MACROSS, he went back to
Osaka. And it was there that Yamaga learned how to direct—his teacher was
NoboruIshiguro [see ANIMERICA, Vol. 3, No. 8, for details on Ishiguro’s leg-
endary career in anime—Ed.], Yamagadesigned the storyboards for the open-
ing credits of MACROSS.

ANIMERICA: Wow!| knew he had worked on MACROSS, but | didn’t know

exactly whathedid.... Is it true, by the way, that when you were in America
to research WINGS, you saw ROBOTECH?

Okada:Yeah, we werevery surprised. Suddenly,in our little hotel room, on
our little TV, there’s a little Minmei. And, the voice-actor was saying [IMI-

TATES “RICK HUNTER” VOICE], “Oh, Minmei, Minmei...” AAAAAAAHHH!!!
[LAUGHS] We couldn’t believe it, and had a good laugh.

ANIMERICA:So after Anno and Yamaga worked on MACROSS, what hap-
pened?

Okada: They went back to Osaka, in 1983, to make the Daicon IV Opening
Animation. Of course, those people on the MACROSSstaff, who wouldlater
becomevery important people in the industry, were quite angry with them.
But, as Anno and Yamagaexplainedto Ishiguro and Shoji Kawamori, they had
to go back to Osaka so they could make amateur films again. [LAUGHS] At
first, the plan for Daicon IV Opening Animewas to makea fifteen-minute
short in 16mm.| liked the screenplay—no dialogue—buttheidea of portray-
ing an original world, well, that was the beginning of what would eventually
become THE WINGS OF HONNEAMISE. We thought we were strong enough
to take on such project, but Yamaga couldn’t deal with the storyboards, and
Anno couldn’t deal with the animation—inthe end, it was just impossible. So
we quit, and decided to makethe five-minute, 8mm film that became the

Daicon IV Opening Animation. But when that was done,it was quite natural

that Yamaga and| begantotalk about the original plan, with the idea of mak-
ing thatfilm in a professional way. At that time, we were thinking of WINGS
as a 30-minute movie.

ANIMERICA: How did Yamagahave the idea for WINGSin thefirst place? Was
it a short story, or wasit always going to be a movie...?

Okada: Well, sometimes, a good idea...no, not just sometimes. Good ideas

always flash—just flash—you don’t know how,or why, it just comes—and a
not-so-good-idea is the kind that comes from only thinking, thinking, thinking,
and writing, writing, writing. | don’t know wherethe ideafor thatfirst 15-
minute concept camefrom;it just flashed. It might have come during one
evening wespentsleeping inside this ancient temple in Tokyo with the Daicon
IV animation and convention staff. We weretalking about, what kind of film
we would like to make, and | said something like,

“Ammmm...flash...haaaaaaaa!” And someoneelse said, “Oh,yes that’s

good...haaaaaaaa!” [LAUGHS] and then wewereall saying “haaaaaaaa!” And
so the fifteen-minute concept was completed. It’s like | said, there was no pro-

22 Vol 4, No. 3

 



 

ducer, or director, or animation director—justfriends who loved animation and
sciencefiction. That's all.

ANIMERICA:Somethingelse | wantedto ask you about WINGS...Naghatsumih
City, where the Space Force is headquartered,isn’t the capital, but rather an
industrial town...is that meant to symbolize Osaka?

Okada:Yes, exactly. Because in those days in anime, the hero would always
live in the capital city, and that seemed stupid to me. [LAUGHS] In American
movies, the hero may be from Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, even
Alaska. Not just Washington, D.C.—many, many, places. But in Japanese ani-
mation,it’s always Tokyo,orjust a generic city, with no character. | hate those
kind of movies.

ANIMERICA: Yamaga’s from Niigata, on the west coast, isn’t he?

Okada:Yes. Niigata’s a very, very, very, country place, and half the yearit sees
overthirty feet of snow.

ANIMERICA:Yamagasaid recently that the opening of WINGS, where Shiro is
running out in the snowto the waterside,is just what the scene would look like
in Niigata.

Okada:Well, | don’t really know, because that scene was drawn by WINGS’
art director, Hiromasa Ogura, and Ogura had never been to Niigata. So,if
Yamagasays, “It is Niigata,” well, he’s the director, so maybeit’s so. Butit’s not
like you’re just using a camera,like a live-actionfilm.If Yamagatold Ogura,
“Okay, now you must draw Niigata’s sea and beach”—whatif Ogura didn’t
know whatit should look like? He’d have to say, “Okay, I’ll draw a sea anda
beach—is this okay?” [LAUGHS] Maybeit looks like Niigata, but maybe not.

ANIMERICA: Whatexactly did Kenichi Sonoda do on WINGS?

Okada: Kenichi Sonoda designed someofthe “sin town,” the pleasure town.

ANIMERICA:That soundslike a goodjob for him.

Okada: [LAUGHS] Nice, yes. He madelots of designsforit. At first, he was
supposedto be one of the main mechanical designers. But | couldn’t use his
mechadesigns because they weretoofantastic. So Yamaga told him we
couldn’t use his designs, and he asked what he could do instead. And Yamaga
said, “You...mmm...maybe you’d...maybe you'd like the pleasure town?” Then
Sonoda’s designs were very good! [LAUGHS] Hedesigned everything there,
and we looked them over and we werelike...okay! Okay! OKAY! His most
famous design wasa shopfront with a canopylike a skirt, and columnslike
womens’legs.

ANIMERICA:Did you write the screenplay for the next Gainax production, AIM
FOR THE TOP! GUNBUSTER?

Okada:| wrote the base story, then | gave it to Yamaga andtold him to write
the screenplay. And Yamagasaid, “Okay, this is my kind of work! But don’t
hope for a good screenplay. I’m going to makea stupid robot-girl anime.”
[LAUGHS]| said,like...okay, okay, okay! Then he asked me what | would like.
And| told him that| like space bestas the setting for everything. Wetalkedfor
more than three months...1 talked, he asked, he talked, and I’d say
no...no...no. Then he went back to Niigata, and about a weeklater he sent me

Vol 4, No. 3 23  

  
GAINAX GIRL
GUNBUSTER’s bubbly yet determined heroine
Noriko Takaya (above). OTAKU NO VIDEO’s
famous “Misty May”(close kin to “bunny-girl”
of the Daicon IV Opening Anime) aside,
Noriko’s brief but bouncy walk up the road
(amply demonstrating her bralessstatus) in
GUNBUSTER’s openingcreditsinstituted a
new phraseinto anime jargon—the “Gainax
bounce.”

 

WELCOME BACK
The sombertoneof the heart-wrenching con-
clusion to GUNBUSTER was underlinedby
Gainax’s decision to “film” the episode in
black and white(all of the episode's cels were
simply painted in grey tones) to give a “docu-
mentary”feel to the animation.

 

WHAT’S MYLINE?
On board the Luxion, Noriko meets the friend-
ly Smith Toren...say, doesn’t that sound famil-
iar? You guessedit, Noriko’s doomed love
was namedafter noneother than the already
legendary founder of Studio Proteus, Toren
Smith. Although Smith did notvoice the role
himself, he did make his mark in anime history
as the voice of one ofthe bridge operators.

Animenica
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THE MIGHTY GUNBUSTER
Oneofthe largest robots in anime (aside
from transforming ships such as the Macross),
the Gunbuster stands between 200 and 250
meters, depending on yourestimate, and fea-
tures such tongue-in-cheek contraptions as the
amazing Buster Shield, which looks like a
Dracula cape!

   
NADIA vs. NAUSICAA

The TV series NADIA was Gainax’sfirst real
smashhit, winning the ANIMAGE GrandPrix
(readers’ poll) award in 1991. Its main char-
acter, the enigmatic circus acrobat Nadia,
wasthefirst to actually push Miyazaki’s
beloved heroine Nausicad outofthe long-
held ioe spot in ANIMAGE’s favorite charac-
ters poll.

Animenica

his screenplay—and when| readit, | was laughingall over the place. And|
called up Yamaga, and told him “You’re a good screenwriter!” And he
said, “No! That screenplay is stupid!” [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:So did Yamaga end up writing the screenplay?

Okada: Yes, but Anno changed everything! [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:I see. It’s like you say—chaos.

Okada: To me, GUNBUSTERwasa science-fictionfilm. But to Yamaga,it
wasa stupid robot-action girl film. [LAUGHS] So hesentthe script to
Anno. And Anno thought, “Ah! This is a real mecha anime!” And he cut up
Yamaga’s screenplay, then asked me, “How do you want to makeit?” But
everyoneelse on thestaff wastelling him, “Makeit this way! That way!
This way! That way!” Anno was so confused, he gaveit to Higuchi and
told him, “You can draw the storyboards any wayyoulike!” So, Higuchi
drew the storyboards...with no screenplay. Nothing but a theme: science-
fiction-stupid-girl-action-robot-mecha! [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:Is that whyit’s a comedyat the start, and a dramaat the end?
It’s so different, Part One from Part Six.

Okada:Part Six was the very first idea | had for the film—and it would be
at the very end, | told Yamaga. That last scene, “Welcome Back’— it’s so
far from the idea of a stupid-comedy-action-parody-girl-robot film. At that
point, every fan is sobbing—Yamaga wasso ashamedof himself!
[LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA: Maybe GUNBUSTERwasso successful becauseit had little
somethingof everything. |

Okada: Yes. Somehow,| thought the “chaos strategy” ended up giving the
screenplay a strongerstructure. That’s why | think maybe we could have
changed WINGS.Butthat wasall ten years ago. [LAUGHS]

ANIMERICA:So you’re saying you learned how to make chaos work?

Okada:Yeah. It’s only way | know how to make film.

ANIMERICA: OTAKU NO VIDEOseemsto have a pretty strong structure.

It’s chronological, and you moreorless wrote it by yourself. Is it true that
in OTAKU NO VIDEO,the characters of both Tanaka and Kubo symbolize
you?

Okada: Yeah. They're two sides of my mind. Sometimes | think just like a
Tanaka, and sometimes just like a Kubo. SometimesI’ve taken people
aside and told them, “You must become otaku...otaku...otaku....” But

othertimesit’s been people telling me, “You must see this...see this...see
this!”

ANIMERICA: Wasn't NADIA’sstory originally by Hayao Miyazaki? Is that
the real reason it seems to’show so muchofhis influence?

Okada: Yeah. The original story was going to be called “Around the World
in 80 Days by Sea.” That was Mr. Miyazaki’s plan, fifteen years ago. And
the Toho people held onto it, and showedit to Yoshiyuki Sadamoto and
told him, “ You makeit.” And Sadamoto says [IN A GLAZED VOICE]
“Yesssss...” [LAUGHS] NADIA was a very hard experience.Atfirst,
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Sadamoto was supposedto bethe director. But after two episodes, he said
“Okay, that’s enough for me!” and went back to character design and anima-
tion direction, and Anno took over.

ANIMERICA:But in comparing, say, OTAKU NO VIDEO’sstructure to NADIA,
you mightsay...

Okada: NADIA wastrue chaos, good chaos and bad chaos! [LAUGHS] On
NADIA, Annodidn’t direct the middle episodes, Shinji Higuchi did. And some
episodes were directed in Korea—why, no one knows exactly. [LAUGHS]
That’s real chaos, not good! What | mean to say is, controlled chaos—that’s
good. Controlled chaosis where you've gotall the staff in the same room, look-
ing at each other. But on NADIA you had Higuchi saying, “Oh,I'll surprise
Anno,” hide, and changethe’screenplay! Screenplays and storyboards got
changed when people went home,andthe next morning, if no one could find
the original, | authorized them to go ahead with the changes. No one can be a
real director or a real scriptwriter in such a chaossituation. But on GUN-
BUSTER,that chaos wascontrolled, because we wereall friends, and all work-
ing in the same place. But on NADIA,half our staff was Korean, living over-
seas, We never met them. No control.

ANIMERICA: Was NADIAthefirst Gainax film to have Korean animators?

Okada: No, we used Korean animators even on GUNBUSTER. But we had
never before used a Korean director or animationdirector. It was real chaos,
just like hell. +

         

 

TOSHIO OKADA EXPLAINS THE
SCREENWRITING PROCESS FOR
GUNBUSTER
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: Next:in Part Three, Okada gives his owncriticism ofhis greatest production
_andgreatest failure, THE WINGS OF HONNEAMISE, discussing the Japanese
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0 Miyazaki’s creative control with Gainax’s chaos.
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UNDER THE SEA
NADIA (currently available from Streamline
underits alternatetitle, THE SECRET OF BLUE
WATER)is also the nameof the 39-episode
TV show'sheroine: a 14-year-old ainWere
ing as a circus acrobatin 1889 Paris, pur-
sued by a flamboyant gang ofthieves after
her pendant,the “Blue Water.” Nadia joins
up with Jean, a young inventor, on a (gee.
spanning quest fo Breck the secrets of her
pendantandherforgotten past, secrets con-
nected with a lost civilization whose super-
technology may meaneither the conquest of
the metor its salvation.Inspired by Jules
Verne’s 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA,
references to the turn-of-the-century novel
include Captain Nemo andhis ship,the
Nautilus, as well as the show’s “steampunk”
flavor.

  

EVIL IS AS EVIL DOES
NADIA‘s fearsome world-conquering
Gargoyle organization.

NADIA’S SPUNKYSIDEKI
KING, THELION CU

Animenica
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ANIMERICA’S

a
ATCGH UP WITH

OICE-ACTORS!

As well as her voice roles, the multitalented Cathy
Weseluck has worked as a music director on MY
LITTLE PONY, casting director and/or director on
EXO-SQUAD, STONE PROTECTORSond BIBI
BLOXBERG, andshealso conducts voice-acting
workshopsfor aspiring voice-actors!

   

      

  

           

   

 

 

With more anime-in-English than ever before, the voice-actors for English versions of

anime are becoming as popular in America as their Japanese counterparts are in Japan!

ANIMERICA takes a look at the brightest stars of the domestic voice-acting industry!

Cathy Weseluck
ROLE CALL: “C-Ko,” PROJECTA-KO;
“Shampoo” and “Azusa Shiratori,”
RANMA 1/2

How did you get started in voice-acting?

| was working on a radio show for CBC Vancouver(“Disc
Drive”) as an Associate Producer—this is backin ‘86-

*88—when| got an offer by the host of the show to come
and do somesilly voices for CHQM,a localradio station.

| had to do twenty-one commercials for them. They
weren't askingfor “straight reads,” but something more on

the silly and different side of things. So, | threw in a myri-
ad of half-baked characters that seemedto live in me into

these commercials, and that was the beginning. Jurgen
Gothe,the host of the show, had heard enough of my

voices just by working with me aroundtheoffice (these
things just come out, you know...) and thought they’d be

great to accent someof the commercials he was writing

for the station. Anyway, after two years at the CBC,| quit

myjob to try this voice-thing/acting-thing out,

and...presto! | was lucky too, because the animation industry wasjust starting to “spill up” from L.A.
Otherthan Jurgen,| have to give credit to my gerbils Whiskers and Nibbles, my furry childhood

friends. When | was eight, | believed thatif | talked in this cutesy little chipmunk-like voice, they’d be

able to understand mebetter. Now that character voice is used for a potpourri of voice effects and
baby/chipmunk-like characters in some of the animation episodesI’ve performed in. My gerbils were

buried in our backyard behindthelilac bush and | can’t thank them enoughfor contributing .to my

career!

 

Do you do anything special to prepare yourself for a role? Like research of any kind?
Yes, | always prepare, and how dependson whattype of characterI’m asked to readfor. If I’m

asked to do a mimic-type thing, a pseudo-Rosie Perez, or Julie Newmar or something specific,I'll

rent out a video and get the voice downpat. Butit’s difficult when we don’t have pictures of the char-
acters to work with, or much information—that’s when your“on-the-spot”flexibility and acting skills

have to comeinto play, when you haveto give them whatthey wanton the spot. Also, the director

may have new information that you didn’t have before the audition or may ask you to read some-
thing you’ve neverlooked at. So being able to take direction is a must. Plus, if we’re required to

“match”the lip-synch accurately, there’s no way that can be practiced aheadof time. You almost

have to have the knack.I'll usually come up with a couple of ideas per character, record them for
myself at home, play them back and critique them.| just pop into casting director mode(| used to do

casting) and can usually hear when I’m off and when I’m on the mark. But then, that’s just my opin-

ion. The client may be wanting something else and we can neverreally know if we’ve given them the

right choice. Finally, getting someoneelseto listen to your voices is helpful because they cantell

you from a layman’s point-of-view if it sounds like what you're after. The average personis usually

the best judge.

Whendoing a character translated from the Japanese, do you want to hear the Japanese, to see
how that voice-actor handled the part?

Yes, | prefer to hear the original Japanese version,if the client wants us to match the sound and/or

the energy of the original characters. Plus if you havea little of the original track in your headphones

you can hearwherethelip synch hastofit to the tee. For me,it helps me to be just that much more

accurate. But foo muchofthe original track can be distracting, too.It isn’t so much to know what the

Japaneseactordid with the acting, it’s to help me technically, to try and synch better.

Is there much room for improvisation in your voice-acting roles, or are you held pretty strictly to
the script?

We're held pretty muchstrictly to the script, almost verbatim! The only time we're able to make

changesis whentheoriginal script was written in the format of another English-speaking country
that has phrases and sayings that are only heard in that couniry. For example,if the script was writ-

ten by a British person, there may be a few slang phrases they'dthrowinto the script for the charac-
ter to say. A North American audience may not understand the lingo, so we'll changeit'to be as clear

to the real meaning asthe writer intended as possible, in a standard North American sort of way.
Otherthan that, unless an actor comes upwith a really funny phrase or witty comment, no, we’re

stuck to the script. In early days of A.D.R., the actors were helping to rewrite as they went because
the lip-synch didn’t always match and the schedules weretight, but that doesn’t happen anymore.

Nowadays,the translators work very hard to make sure things are accurate and ready ontime.


